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A Fault Tolerance Technique for Combinational
Circuits Based on Selective-Transistor Redundancy
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Abstract— With fabrication technology reaching nanolevels,
systems are becoming more prone to manufacturing defects
with higher susceptibility to soft errors. This paper is focused
on designing combinational circuits for soft error tolerance
with minimal area overhead. The idea is based on analyzing
random pattern testability of faults in a circuit and protecting
sensitive transistors, whose soft error detection probability is
relatively high, until desired circuit reliability is achieved or
a given area overhead constraint is met. Transistors are pro-
tected based on duplicating and sizing a subset of transistors
necessary for providing the protection. In addition to that,
a novel gate-level reliability evaluation technique is proposed
that provides similar results to reliability evaluation at the
transistor level (using SPICE) with the orders of magnitude
reduction in CPU time. LGSynth’91 benchmark circuits are
used to evaluate the proposed algorithm. Simulation results
show that the proposed algorithm achieves better reliability than
other transistor sizing-based techniques and the triple modular
redundancy technique with significantly lower area overhead for
130-nm process technology at a ground level.

Index Terms— Fault tolerance, logic synthesis, radiation hard-
ening, single event multiple upsets, single event transient (SET),
single event upset (SEU), soft error tolerance.

I. INTRODUCTION

DUE to advancements in CMOS technology and shrinking
of feature size to the nanometer scale, studies have

indicated that high-density chips will not only be increasingly
accompanied by manufacturing defects but also susceptible
to dynamic faults during chip operation [1], [2]. Nanoscale
devices are limited by several characteristics; most dominant
are the device’s higher defect rates and the increased suscep-
tibility to soft errors. Both of these types of errors affect the
operations of a circuit if they are not addressed. Reliability
of a circuit can be defined as its ability to function properly
despite the existence of such errors.

Transient (soft) errors can arise due to multiple sources.
These include high-energy particles, coupling, power supply
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noise, leakage, and temporal circuit variations. A soft error
leads to transient error(s), which can last for one or several
clock cycles. A single event transient (SET) occurs when a
charged particle hits the combinational logic resulting in a
transient current pulse. If this transient has enough width and
magnitude, it can result in an erroneous value at the gate
output. If the erroneous value is latched at a memory element,
an SET becomes a single event upset (SEU). A single SET
can produce multiple transient current pulses at the output [3].
This is due to the logic fan-out in the circuit.

Ziegler et al. [4] presented intensive experimental study
over the period of 15 years to evaluate the radiation-induced
soft fails in large scale integrated electronics at different
terrestrial altitudes. Baumann [5] highlighted the dominant
sources responsible for the creation of soft errors in terrestrial
applications. Shivakumar et al. [6] modeled the effects of soft
errors in memory devices and logic devices and demonstrated
that with each technology generation, soft errors will increase
by orders of magnitude in logic devices and projected that soft
errors in logic devices will be comparable to that of memory
devices. The minimum charge required to create a soft error
in a transistor is referred to as Qcrit . It has been shown that
Qcrit is going to be reduced with technology improvement and
with the advent of low-power devices [6], [7].

In this paper, we propose a selective-transistor scaling
method that protects individual sensitive transistors of a circuit.
A sensitive transistor is a transistor whose soft error detection
probability is relatively high. This is in contrast to previous
approaches where all transistors, series transistors, or those
transistors connected to the output of a sensitive gate, whose
soft error detection probability is relatively high, are protected.
Transistor duplication and asymmetric transistor sizing are
applied to protect the most sensitive transistors of the circuit.
In asymmetric sizing, nMOS and pMOS transistors are sized
independently. Reliability is evaluated for different protection
thresholds and area overhead constraints. Finally, a novel gate-
level soft error reliability evaluation technique for combina-
tional circuits is proposed that produces similar results as
produced by transistor-level simulations (using SPICE), but
with orders of magnitude reduction in CPU time.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews some of the contemporary fault tolerance techniques.
Section III highlights the motivation and rationale behind
the proposed approach. Section IV presents the proposed
selective-transistor-redundancy (STR) algorithm. Reliability
evaluation technique is discussed in Section V. Simulation
results are elaborated in Section VI. Finally, this paper is
concluded in Section VII.
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II. RELATED LITERATURE

Reliability in systems can be achieved by redundancy.
Redundancy can be added at the module level, gate level,
transistor level [8], or even at the software level [9]. Design
of reliable systems by using redundant unreliable components
was proposed in [10]. Since then, plethora of research has
been done to rectify soft errors in combinational and sequen-
tial circuits by applying hardware redundancy [11], [12].
Triple modular redundancy (TMR), a popular and widely used
technique, creates three identical copies of the system and
combines their outputs using a majority voter [13], [14]. The
generalized modular redundancy [15] scheme considers the
probability of occurrence of each combination at the output
of a circuit. The redundancy is then added to only protect
those combinations that have high probability of occurrence,
while the remaining combinations are left unprotected to save
area. El-Maleh and Al-Qahtani [16] proposed a fault tolerance
technique for sequential circuits that enhances the reliability of
sequential circuits by introducing redundant equivalent states
for states with high probability of occurrence.

Mohanram and Touba [17] proposed a partial error mask-
ing scheme based on TMR, which targets the nodes with
the highest soft error susceptibility. Two reduction heuristics
are used to reduce soft error failure rate, namely, cluster
sharing reduction and dominant value reduction. Instead of
triplicating the whole logic as in TMR, only those nodes with
high soft error susceptibility are triplicated; the rest of the
nodes are clustered and shared among the triplicated logic.
In [18] and [19], sensitive gates are duplicated and their out-
puts are connected together. Physically placing the two gates
with a sufficient distance reduces the probability of having the
two gates hit by a particle strike simultaneously and, therefore,
reduces the soft error rate (SER). Another technique based
on TMR maintains a history index of correct computation
module to select the correct result [20]. Teifel [21] proposed a
double/dual modular redundancy (DMR) scheme that utilizes
voting and self-voting circuits to mitigate the effects of SETs
in digital integrated circuits. The Bayesian detection technique
from communication theory has been applied to the voter in
DMR, called soft NMR [22]. In most cases, it is able to
identify the correct output even if all redundant modules are
in error, but at the expense of very high area overhead cost of
the voters.

Another class of techniques enhances fault tolerance by
increasing soft error masking based on modifying the structure
of the circuit by addition and/or removal of redundant wires
or by resynthesizing parts of the circuit. In [23], SER is
reduced based on redundancy addition and removal of wires.
In [24], redundant wires are added based on the existing
implications between a pair of nodes in the circuit. In [25],
two-level circuits are synthesized by assigning do not care
conditions to improve input error resilience, which minimizes
the propagation of fault effects. In [26], an algorithm is
proposed to synthesize two-level circuits to maximize logical
masking utilizing input pattern probabilities.

Soft error protection of combinational logic can also
be achieved by adding redundancy at the transistor level.

Nicolaidis [27] proposed a scheme where a circuit is
duplicated containing all but the last stage gate where the last
stage gate is implemented as a state preserving gate. This last
stage gate is the NOT, NAND, or NOR gate with each transistor
duplicated and connected in series to preserve the fault-free
state that the output had before the transient fault occurred.
More recently, El-Maleh et al. [28] proposed a technique
to mask defects in combinational circuits by quadrupling
every transistor in a circuit, making the area overhead four
times the original circuit. A quadded transistor guarantees
the tolerance of all single-transistor (1T) defects and many
multiple defects. In the quadded-transistor structure, each
transistor A is replaced by a structure that implements the
logic function (A + A)(A + A). Techniques that combine the
gate-level redundancy and quadded-transistor redundancy are
proposed in [29] and [30].

Selective hardening techniques, as the name suggests,
protect only the most sensitive gates of the circuit [31].
Zhou and Mohanram [32] proposed a gate sizing method
that protects the sensitive gates by symmetrically sizing their
nMOS and pMOS transistors. Lazzari et al. [33] proposed
an asymmetric transistor sizing technique, i.e., nMOS and
pMOS transistors are sized independently of each other for
the most sensitive gates of the circuit, but they considered
that incident particles strike only the transistors connected to
the output of a gate. Sizing parallel transistors according to
the sensitivity of their corresponding series transistors can
significantly improve the fault tolerance of combinational
circuits [34], [35]. Variable sizing among all transistors in a
gate is a viable option if particle strikes of varying charge are
considered. To further improve the fault tolerance, more up
sizing quota is given to the most sensitive gates [36].

III. EFFECT OF ENERGETIC PARTICLE STRIKE

When an energetic particle strikes a semiconductor,
it ionizes the region around it, resulting in the generation
of electron–hole pairs. The charge due to the particle strike
is then transported by drift and diffusion, resulting in the
establishment of transient electric field, i.e., SET. The change
in voltage observed at the output due to SET depends on the
energy and angle of incidence of energetic particle. Source and
drain regions are the most sensitive nodes to such events due
to the large field around the junction regions, which sweeps
in the generated electron–holes and result in large currents.
If the energy of a striking particle is high enough, it will flip
the output of a gate resulting in an SET [3], [5].

To explain the STR principle, we first consider the effect
of an energetic particle striking a CMOS inverter. When the
inverter input is LOW and the energetic particle strikes the
drain of an nMOS transistor, the output voltage is temporarily
lowered. Whereas, when the inverter input is HIGH and the
energetic particle strikes the drain of a pMOS transistor,
the output voltage is temporarily raised. In both the cases,
the output logic value of the inverter can be changed to a
wrong value if enough charge is collected. This is shown
in Fig. 1, using 130-nm predictive technology model [37].
Fig. 1(a) shows the fault injection mechanism employed in this
paper. The output load is assumed to be equal to an inverter
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Fig. 1. Effect of energetic particle strike on CMOS inverter at t = 5 ns. (a) Particle strike model. (b) Effect of particle strike at nMOS drain. (c) Effect of
particle strike at pMOS drain.

Fig. 2. Proposed protection schemes and their effect. (a) Particle hit at nMOS drain, OUT = HIGH. (b) Reduced effect of particle strike at nMOS drain.
(c) Particle hit at pMOS drain, OUT = LOW. (d) Reduced effect of particle strike at pMOS drain.

load. The soft error is modeled by injecting a current I of
charge Q at the drain of a transistor. The direction of injected
current is from drain-to-body (bulk) in the nMOS transistor
and from body (bulk)-to-drain in the pMOS transistor. The
double exponential current pulse I is used to model the charge
deposited due to a particle strike at the drain of nMOS or
pMOS transistor [38], [39] and is depicted as

I (t) = Q

(τ f − τr )

(
e
− t

τ f − e− t
τr

)
(1)

where Q is the charge deposited by a particle strike, τ f denotes
the falling time of the pulse, and τr denotes the rising time of
injected current pulse and varies for each process technology.
The value of τ f is greater than τr . The supply rail Vdd is
connected to 1.3 V. We will be taking 130-nm technology as
our case study in this paper; however, the technique is general
and applicable to any process technology.

Fig. 1(b) shows the effect of a particle strike on the drain
of an nMOS transistor when the true output of an inverter
is HIGH. The particle strike at N1 will cause a sudden drop
in the output voltage (approximately −0.7 V) of an inverter.
This type of soft error will be modeled as a stuck-at-0 (sa0)
fault at the output of the gate. To protect from this fault, the
pMOS transistors of an inverter must be scaled enough, so
that the output voltage becomes >Vdd/2. Fig. 1(c) shows the
effect of a particle strike on the drain of a pMOS transistor
when the true output of an inverter is LOW. The particle strike
at P1 will cause a sudden rise in the output voltage (≈1.9 V)
of an inverter. This type of soft error will be modeled as a

stuck-at-1 (sa1) fault at the output of the gate. To protect from
this fault, the nMOS transistor of an inverter must be scaled
enough, so that the output voltage becomes <Vdd/2.

Now, consider the transistor arrangement shown in Fig. 2(a)
where duplicate pMOS transistors are connected in parallel.
The width of the redundant transistors must also be increased
to allow dissipation (sinking) of the deposited charge as
quickly as it is deposited, so that the transient does not achieve
sufficient magnitude and duration to propagate to the output.
If the output is currently high and an energetic particle hits
the drain N1 of the nMOS transistor (with the same current
source used in the simulations shown in Fig. 1), this should
result in a lowered voltage observed at the output. But, due to
the employed transistor configuration, the net negative voltage
effect will be compensated, as evident from Fig. 2(b), resulting
in a spike that has lesser magnitude as compared with the one
shown in Fig. 1(b). The spike magnitude is reduced due to
increased output capacitance and reduced resistance between
the Vdd and the output.

Consider another arrangement of transistors in Fig. 2(c)
where redundant nMOS transistors are connected in parallel.
If the output is low and the incident energetic particle strikes
the drain P1 of pMOS transistor, then the raised voltage effect
at the output shown in Fig. 1(c) will be reduced, as shown
in Fig. 2(d). This reduction in the spike magnitude is due to
the same reasons mentioned for the nMOS transistor.

Similarly, to protect from both sa0 and sa1 faults, the
transistor structures in Fig. 2(a) and (b) can be combined to
fully protect the NOT gate. A fully protected NOT gate offers
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the best hardening by design, but at the cost of higher area
overhead and power. It must be noted that the optimal size of
the transistor for SEU immunity depends on the charge Q of
the incident energetic particle.

Due to aggressive nodes and voltage scaling, the effect of
transient fault is no more constrained to a node where the
incident particle strikes. This could result in the possibility of
deposited charge being simultaneously shared by multiple cir-
cuit nodes in the circuit [40]–[42], leading to the single event
multiple upsets, also referred to as multiple-bit upsets [3].
Considering the inverter example in Fig. 1, if two particles
strike at the drain of nMOS and pMOS transistors simulta-
neously, then the charge collection at the nMOS and pMOS
transistors will offset each other, resulting in an insignificant
change in voltage at the output. Therefore, by the duplication
of transistors, it is intended to increase the probability of
multiple fault hits at the same gate, so that the victim tran-
sistors could cancel the effect of each other. For that matter,
LEAP [43] placement technique can be utilized. This scheme
places the drain contact nodes of nMOS and pMOS transistors
in an interleaved fashion, so that multiple drain contact nodes
can act together to fully or partially suppress the SETs.
Another advantage of using parallel duplicate transistors is the
defect tolerance of transistor stuck-open faults for protected
transistors.

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

In this section, the proposed STR algorithm is presented.
The algorithm protects sensitive transistors whose probability
of failure (POF) is relatively high. The proposed algorithm can
be utilized in two capacities: 1) apply protection until the POF
of circuit reaches a certain threshold and 2) apply protection
until certain area overhead constraint is met. We will first
discuss different relations that realize the circuit POF. These
relations are then used in the proposed algorithm.

A. Circuit Probability of Failure

Let us first define the POF of a transistor. In all discussions,
subscripts i and j refer to gate i and transistor j , respectively.
The POFi j of the j th transistor of gate i is defined as the
probability of circuit failure due to a fault hitting the transistor.
It is computed using the following relation:

POFi j = PDETi j × PHITi j (2)

where PDETi j is the probability of detecting a fault hitting
transistor j of gate i at a primary output, and PHITi j is
the probability that transistor j of gate i is hit by a fault.
The greater the transistor width/area is, the greater its hit
probability is.

PHITi j is computed separately for nMOS and pMOS transis-
tors as they have different drain widths. Let NWi j and PWi j

be the width of nMOS and pMOS transistors, respectively,
and Area be the total circuit area; then, the probability of a
transistor j of gate i to be hit by a fault, PHITi j , is computed
using the following relation:

PHITi j = Wij

Area
Wij ∈ {NWi j , PWi j }. (3)

PDETi j , as defined before, depends on two factors:
1) probability of input patterns for which a fault that
hits the transistor is propagated to the output of a gate,
i.e., controllability conditions to excite the fault and 2) stuck-at
fault observability probability of the gate at one of the primary
outputs of a circuit, i.e., observability probability. PDETi j is
computed using the following relation:

PDETi j = PExcitationi j × PPropagationi j
(4)

where PExcitationi j denotes the probability that the fault is
excited at gate i output due to a fault hit at transistor j .
PPropagationi j

denotes the probability that an error that is excited
at the gate’s output is observable at one of the primary
outputs. Let S be a set of patterns for which an error that
strikes transistor j is propagated to the output of gate i ; then,
PExcitationi j is computed as

PExcitationi j =
|S|∑

k=1

Prob. Sk (5)

where Prob. Sk denotes the probability of occurrence of the
kth input pattern. SPICE tool is used to find the input patterns
for which a transistor fault is excited and observed at the gate
output.

Similarly, PPropagationi j
can be computed using the following

relation:
PPropagationi j

= stuck − at − detection − probi

PCi
(6)

where stuck-at-detection-probi defines stuck-at fault detection
probability of gate i and PCi is the controllability probability
to produce logic value opposite to the fault effect at the gate
output. The fault simulator tool Hope [44] is used to compute
the stuck-at fault detection probability and PCi of a gate i .

Finally, the circuit POF POFC for a single fault is simply
the summation of POFs of all transistors n over all gates m
of a circuit

POFC =
m∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

POFi j . (7)

B. Selective-Transistor-Redundancy-Based Design
The selective redundancy technique is applied to protect the

transistors of a circuit that have relatively high POFi j . Sen-
sitive transistors that have relatively high POF are identified
based on fault simulation of random input patterns. Different
arrangements of nMOS and pMOS transistors are proposed
for each gate for various transistor protection scenarios.

Algorithm 1 highlights the steps of the proposed method.
Initially, the POF of circuit under test is computed using (7)
by first computing the POF of each transistor using (2).
The proposed algorithm applies transistor protection until
the circuit POF reaches a predefined protection threshold,
or a certain area overhead constraint is met. Each time,
the algorithm selects a transistor with the highest POF. The
effect of a transient fault on the selected nMOS (pMOS)
transistor is suppressed or reduced by duplicating and scaling
the widths of a subset of transistors necessary for providing
the protection. For example, in a two-input NAND gate,
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TABLE I

PROPOSED CMOS IMPLEMENTATIONS OF TWO-INPUT NAND GATE

Algorithm 1 STR Algorithm

protecting an nMOS transistor requires duplicating and scaling
its corresponding pMOS transistor connected to the same
input. However, protecting a pMOS transistor requires dupli-
cating and scaling both of the nMOS transistors in the gate.
Once a transistor is protected, the POF of all transistors in the
circuit is updated. Protecting a transistor in a gate gi affects
the selection/hit probability of all transistors in the circuit.
Therefore, after protecting a transistor in a gate, the POF of
the selected transistor is reduced significantly, while the POF
of the remaining transistors may increase or reduce slightly.
The circuit area, POF of all transistors, and POFC are updated
after each transistor protection is applied. The transistor with
maximum POFi j is selected for protection in the next iteration.
The process is repeated until the desired protection threshold
is reached or the maximum area overhead constraint is met.

The protection threshold Th takes the value between
[0%, 100%] and represents the reliability of the circuit
required to be achieved. For example, a protection threshold
of 99% implies applying the protection until the POF of circuit
is less than or equal to (1 − 99%) = 0.01. Increasing Th will
result in more transistors being protected and vice versa.

C. Redundancy Models

In light of Algorithm 1, let us now explain the pro-
posed CMOS implementations of a two-input NAND gate

in Table I. In this paper, a library consisting of two-, three-,
and four-input NAND/NOR gates and an inverter is considered.
For brevity, the case of a two-input NAND gate will be
discussed.

The proposed CMOS implementations of a two-input
NAND gate are shown in Table I. The first row shows the names
of different implementations of a two-input NAND gate, while
the second row shows their corresponding implementations at
the transistor level. The first numeric value 2 in the gate name
(e.g., NAND21) denotes the number of inputs of a gate and the
second numeric value, which ranges from 1 to 5, is used to
select the proper transistor-level implementation of a two-input
NAND gate.

In CMOS implementation of NAND21, pMOS transistor P1
is duplicated, scaled, and connected in parallel to protect a
fault that hits the drain of nMOS transistor N1. Similarly,
to protect nMOS transistors N1 and N2, pMOS transis-
tors P1 and P2 are duplicated and scaled to protect from a
fault that can occur at the drain of any of the nMOS transistors.
Hence, the protection type for that gate will be NAND22.

To protect from faults hitting the drain of pMOS tran-
sistors, all the nMOS transistors are required to be scaled
and duplicated. This is due to the fact that pMOS transis-
tors P1 and P2 are in parallel, which makes them equally
sensitive to a fault. This implementation is called NAND23.
NAND24 provides protection from faults that can occur at any
of the pMOS transistors or at the nMOS transistor N1. Finally,
to fully protect the two-input NAND gate, all the transistors
are duplicated along with their widths increased. This type of
protection is called NAND25. So, for a two-input NAND gate,
there are five distinct redundancy models.

For a two-input NOR gate, similar arrangements can
be used to create its redundancy model. For three- and
four-input NAND/NOR gates, we created seven and nine redun-
dancy models, respectively. The necessity to create a variety
of redundancy models for every possible scenario is to achieve
as much area savings as possible. The number of redundancy
models is technology-independent and allows the proposed
algorithm to improve the reliability of circuit by applying fine
grained protection (protecting one transistor at a time) instead
of protecting the whole gate at once as has been proposed
by other techniques [32], [33]. It will be shown that due to
this fine granularity of protection, the area overhead can be
significantly reduced.
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Fig. 3. Reliability evaluation framework.

V. RELIABILITY EVALUATION

A novel method to compute the reliability of a circuit at the
gate level is proposed in this section. The proposed technique
bridges the gap between circuit-level simulations performed
at the transistor level using SPICE and gate-level simulations,
which could be done using any gate-level simulator. In this
realm, we propose the probability of fault injection, which
quantifies the probability with which a fault must be injected
at the gate level, so that SPICE-level and gate-level simulation
results are highly matched.

The reliability evaluation framework, shown in Fig. 3,
consists of two major blocks: 1) technology-independent
block and 2) technology-dependent block. The purpose of the
technology-independent block is to analyze a given bench-
mark circuit to compute three important parameters for all
gates: 1) input pattern probability (.ipp); 2) stuck-at detec-
tion probability (.prob); and 3) fault injection probability
(.inj). The input patterns observable at the input of each
gate along with their probability of occurrence and stuck-
at fault detection probabilities are computed by performing
the simulation of random test vectors using the parallel fault
simulator Hope [44]. The fault injection probability denotes
the probability with which a fault must be injected at the gate
level as a stuck-at fault. All of these parameters are saved in
a database for later usage.

The technology-dependent part mainly consists of the
library gates comprising NAND/NOR gates with varying input
configurations and an inverter. The purpose of this block
is to observe the behavior of different process technologies,
e.g., 130, 45, 32 nm, and so on, against a specific charge
value. This block computes the effect of an induced current
of charge (Q) for every transistor of the gate in the library. The
input patterns that result in a gate value flip when a transistor is
hit are then saved in the propagation (.prop) file. In fact, we
can compute and save the behavior of different technologies
against different charge (Q) values, and this has to be done
only once.

Now, the fault injection probability of a gate in a circuit
can be computed for any process technology. It must be noted

that the initial analysis of a circuit has to be done only
once. Sections V-A–V-C contain the detailed elaboration of
the reliability evaluation framework.

A. Probability of Fault Injection

The fault injection probabilities of a gate depend on the con-
ditional fault excitation probability (CFEPi j ) and probability
of hit/selection. A general relation to compute CFEPi j of the
j th transistor of a gate i can be derived as follows. Let S be
a set of patterns for which an error is excited to the output
of a gate and PCi be the controllability probability to produce
a logic value opposite to the fault effect at the gate output.
Then, CFEPi j can be defined as

CFEPi j =
∑|S|

k=1 Prob. Sk

PCi
= PExcitationi j

PCi
. (8)

CFEPi j of any MOS transistor depends on the process technol-
ogy and the charge of the incident particle. Therefore, in order
to get the exact CFEPi j probability for each MOS transistor,
transistor-level simulations are performed using SPICE.

Now, the sa0 fault injection probability of gate Gi is
computed using the following equation:

Gi sa0 inj. Prob =
n∑

j=1

(
CFEPNij × NWi j∑n

k=1 NWik

)
(9)

where n is the total number of nMOS transistors in gate Gi ,
NWi j is the width of the drain of the j th nMOS transistor,
and CFEPNij is the CFEP due to a fault hit at the j th nMOS
transistor of gate i .

Similarly, the sa1 fault injection probability of gate Gi is
computed as follows:

Gi sa1 in j. Prob =
p∑

j=1

(
CFEPPi j × PWi j∑p

k=1 PWik

)
(10)

where p is the total number of pMOS transistors in gate Gi ,
PWi j is the width of the drain of the j th pMOS transistor,
and CFEPPi j is the CFEP due to a fault hit at the j th pMOS
transistor of gate i .

B. Fault Injection Mechanisms

Two fault injection mechanisms are applied in this paper.
The first method performs fault injection at the transistor level
and measures the magnitude of voltage Vout at the output. The
second method deals with injecting the fault at the gate level
by injecting the sa0 or sa1 fault at the gate output.

1) Transistor Level: The current I of charge Q is injected at
the drain of a transistor. The magnitude and the pulsewidth of
injected current are modeled using (1). Algorithm 2 highlights
the steps of failure rate/reliability computation at the transistor
level. In this algorithm, a set of m transistors are selected for
fault injection using roulette wheel (RW) algorithm [45]. The
RW algorithm selects the transistors that have higher area with
high probability. For each random input vector, the outputs
are saved before and after the fault injection and are then
compared to check for correctness. The failure rate and the
reliability of circuit are then computed after SIM simulations
are performed.
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Fig. 4. SPICE and gate-level simulation accuracy comparisons and speedup. (a) apex2. (b) apex3. (c) apex4. (d) Speedup.

Algorithm 2 Transistor-Level Failure Rate Computation

2) Gate Level: Faults injected at the gate level assume
a stuck-at fault model. When a fault is injected at a gate
output, it can be either the sa1 fault (i.e., connected to Vdd)
or the sa0 fault (i.e., connected to ground). Algorithm 3 is
used to compute the circuit failure rate/reliability at the gate
level. To inject m faults in a circuit, m gates are selected
randomly using an RW algorithm. For each gate selected for
fault injection, the following is performed. First, if both the
sa0 and sa1 fault inject probabilities are 0, then no fault will
be injected as the gate will be fully protected. Otherwise, a
selection is made between injecting the sa0 fault or the sa1
fault according to the ratio of their fault injection probabilities.
The selected fault will be injected based on its fault injection
probability.

C. Transistor-Level Versus Gate-Level Simulations

To illustrate the accuracy of gate-level simulations, a com-
parison between transistor-level and gate-level simulations
is shown in this section for few benchmark circuits. The
transistor-level simulations are performed using SPICE. Fig. 4
shows the close match between the reliability obtained by
SPICE and the gate-level simulations for the three compared

Algorithm 3 Gate-Level Failure Rate Computation

benchmark circuits: apex2, apex3, and apex4. The circuits
reliabilities are evaluated after performing 1000 iterations for
each fault injection case. In Fig. 4(c), 0.10% on the x-axis
corresponds to 0.1%×12190 ≈ 12 faults injected in the apex4
circuit with a reliability of ≈45% achieved after performing
1000 iterations for both SPICE and gate-level simulations.

Time is another factor that must be considered while
evaluating a circuit for reliability. The time taken by SPICE
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TABLE II

RELIABILITY OF ORIGINAL BENCHMARK CIRCUITS

simulations becomes exorbitantly high as the number of tran-
sistors is increased. The apex4 benchmark took around four
days for SPICE simulations, while it took 30 min of gate-level
simulations, hence achieving a speedup of ≈167×. It can be
observed from Fig. 4(d) that as the number of transistors is
increased, the speedup achieved by gate-level simulations also
increases significantly.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the impact of the proposed
algorithm on the area and reliability of LGSynth’91 bench-
marks [46], which consist of circuits with varying complexity
in terms of area, number of inputs, and outputs. Sensitive
nodes (transistors/gates) in a circuit are identified based on
the fault simulation of random input vectors using the parallel
fault simulator Hope [44]. The input patterns are applied until
stuck-at fault coverage of 95% is achieved. It was found that
1 million random input patterns achieved more than 95%
stuck-at fault coverage for all benchmarks in this paper.

Whenever cell hardening against soft errors is considered,
the first step is to select a range of particles energy against
which the tolerance is sought. In this paper, it is assumed
that energy of the incident particle will always result in the
maximum deposition of charge. For that matter and to compare
with other sizing techniques, the values of Q = 0.3 pC,
τ f = 0.2 ns, and τr = 0.05 ns are used for all the simulations
in this paper. The value of charge Q = 0.3 pC is the max-
imum charge that could be collected by the 130-nm process
technology [32]. The simulations are performed for varying
protection thresholds to find the best tradeoff between area
and reliability for each circuit. The number of faults injected
in a protected circuit is prorated according to its area overhead.
Algorithm 3 is used to compute the reliability of each circuit.
The number of simulations count SIM is 5000 iterations for
each fault injection scenario.

The LGSynth’91 benchmark circuits used in this paper are
represented in two-level pla formats; therefore, they are syn-
thesized with single output optimization using Espresso [47]
tool and then mapped to 130-nm technology using SIS [48]
to get the proper gate-level representation of the circuit. The
library used for mapping consists of an inverter and two-,
three-, and four-input NAND and NOR gates. The parame-
ter phase in the logic synthesis process defines whether
the output function should be synthesized as an ON-set
(phase = 1) or an OFF-set (phase = 0). By default,
each output is synthesized as an ON-set by the Espresso tool.
We synthesize each output by synthesizing the phase with
higher probability, i.e., if the output probability of 1 is higher
than the probability of 0, then the value of (phase = 1) is
set; otherwise, (phase = 0) is set. This produces circuits with
higher reliability, as shown in Table II.

In Table II, the first column denotes the circuit names
along with the number of inputs and outputs in each circuit.
The second and the third major columns report the reliability
of circuits using default synthesis settings and the proposed
majority phase synthesis mechanism. The reliability of circuits
is evaluated against one, two, and five faults. The Area of a
benchmark is computed by summing the drain area of all the
nMOS and pMOS transistors.

Table II highlights the increase in reliability when the
circuits are synthesized with respect to the majority phase.
This is due to the increase in fault masking that may occur
as if the final gate is an OR gate and has a value of 1,
any fault propagating through any of the other inputs will be
masked. If the OR gate has at least two inputs with a value
of logic 1, all the faults propagating through any of the inputs
will be masked. Thus, synthesizing the circuit to maximize the
probability of getting a logic 1 at the final gate by synthesizing
the majority phase will maximize the probability of fault
masking and, hence, improve reliability. Therefore, circuits
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TABLE III

RELIABILITY OF CIRCUITS BASED ON THE PROPOSED STR TECHNIQUE
WITH VARYING PROTECTION THRESHOLDS AGAINST A SINGLE FAULT

synthesized with the majority phase are the baseline circuits
used in all our simulations in this paper. It can be observed
that for a few benchmarks, reliability is above 90% for all fault
injection scenarios. These benchmarks promise great reliability
improvement with slight area overhead.

Table III shows the results of applying Algorithm 1 on the
benchmark circuits and highlights the reliability of circuits for
varying protection thresholds. A protection threshold of 98%
implies that the circuit POF must be less than or equal to
(1 − 98%) = 0.02. Therefore, the applied protection threshold
highly correlates with the reliability achieved by the circuit
for a single fault. In Table III, under the 99% column, the
minimum area overhead required for the ex5 circuit to achieve
a reliability greater than or equal to 99% against a single
fault is ≈ 140%. For alu4, apex1, apex2, apex3, apex4,
cordic, misex3, seq , table3, and table5 benchmarks under
the 95% column in Table III, zero area overhead implies that
these benchmarks achieve 95% reliability against single fault
without any area overhead. Similarly, apex2, seq , table3,
and table5 benchmarks also achieve 98% reliability against
single fault without any protection/area overhead. Only the
seq circuit achieves 99% reliability without any overhead. The
average area overhead required by the proposed algorithm to
achieve 95%, 98%, and 99% reliability is 22.81%, 55.96%,
and 92.77%, respectively.

Next, we compare the proposed technique with the asym-
metric transistor sizing technique of sensitive gates proposed
in [33]. The technique asymmetrically sizes the transistors
connected to the output of a gate, i.e., nMOS and pMOS
networks are sized independently. We have implemented the
technique proposed in [33] as follows. The sensitivity of a
gate is measured by considering sa0 and sa1 fault detection
probabilities independently. Gates are then sorted according
to their detection probabilities. Algorithm 1 is then applied,
but now the possible protections that can be applied to a gate
are restricted to transistors connected to the output of a gate.

For example, for a two-input NAND gate, possible protections
are NAND21, NAND23, and NAND24 only. After each pro-
tection is applied to a gate, the POFC of circuit is updated
using (7). The process is repeated until the reliability/area
overhead requirement is met or all possible protections are
applied to all the gates.

The results of this technique are shown in Table IV.
It can be observed that by selectively protecting the transistors
connected to the output of a gate, benchmarks, such as
b12, cli p, ex5, misex1, misex2, rd84, squar5, and z5x p1
are unable to achieve 99% reliability against a single fault.
Benchmarks b12, misex1, squar5, and z5x p1 are also unable
to achieve 98% reliability. In addition to that, the area overhead
becomes significantly higher in comparison to the proposed
STR technique even if the required reliability measure of 99%
is achieved against a single fault.

The technique in [32] protects all sensitive gates symmetri-
cally, i.e., all transistors in a sensitive gate are protected and are
equally scaled. We also compared with the technique similar
to [32] based on fully protecting sensitive gates but with
protecting transistors asymmetrically. Protecting transistors
asymmetrically have an advantage over symmetric protection
due to the difference in the characteristics of nMOS and pMOS
transistors. The sensitivity of a gate is measured as the sum
of sa0 and sa1 fault detection probabilities. Gates are then
sorted according to their detection probabilities. Algorithm 1
is then applied by fully protecting the gate with the highest
detection probability. For example, a two-input NAND gate will
be implemented as NAND25 in Table I. After each protection
is applied to a gate, the POFC of circuit is updated using
(7). The process is repeated until the reliability/area overhead
requirement is met or all gates are fully protected.

Table IV also highlights the area overhead incurred by fully
protecting sensitive gates asymmetrically against a single fault.
It can be observed from Tables III and IV that the proposed
technique offers less area overhead as compared with the
asymmetric technique for all protection threshold scenarios.
Also, under the 99% column header in Table III and under
Asymmetric column header in Table IV, it is evident that the
proposed technique achieves significant area savings for 13 out
of 18 benchmark circuits with similar reliability measures.

The simulations are further extended to analyze circuit
reliability against multiple faults. The number of faults injected
is correlated with the area of a circuit. Table V shows the
reliability achieved by prorating the one, two, and five faults
for each circuit according to its area. For example, if the area
overhead is 131%, then the actual area is increased by a factor
of 2.31. So, one, two, and five faults in the original circuit will
prorate to 2.31, 4.62, and 11.55 faults in the protected circuit.
For each prorated fault, the circuit is simulated twice. For
example, if the prorated faults to be injected are 4.62, then
the circuit is simulated twice, once by injecting four faults
and another by injecting five faults. The failure rate achieved
by both fault injection scenarios is then computed based on a
weighted average to compute the final failure rate/reliability.
It is interesting to observe that with the prorated faults, the
average reliability achieved by the proposed method with 99%
protection is above 96% for one and two prorated faults.
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TABLE IV

RELIABILITY OF CIRCUITS BASED ON LAZZARI et al. [33] AND ASYMMETRIC GATE SIZING TECHNIQUE AGAINST A SINGLE FAULT

TABLE V

RELIABILITY OF CIRCUITS BASED ON THE PROPOSED STR TECHNIQUE AGAINST PRORATED FAULTS. (a) ONE PRORATED FAULT.
(b) TWO PRORATED FAULTS. (c) FIVE PRORATED FAULTS

The reliability measures achieved by the asymmetric sizing
technique against the prorated faults are shown in Table VI.
It can be observed that the average reliability achieved by the
proposed scheme under all fault injection scenarios and for
all protection thresholds is better/close to the asymmetric gate
sizing technique.

To further illustrate the advantage of our proposed STR
technique against techniques that fully protect sensitive gates,
Table VII shows the percentage distribution of gates that
have been protected with 1T protection, e.g., NAND21 from
Table I, full protection (FP), e.g., NAND25 from Table I,
and no protection (NP) for each circuit when Algorithm 1 is
applied for target reliability of 98% and 99%. It is clear from
Table VII that for some circuits, the percentage of protected

gates without FP is significant. This percentage is even higher
than the percentage of fully protected gates, such as apex2,
apex3, cordic, misex2, table3, and table5.

Table VIII shows the reliability achieved by TMR algorithm.
The TMR algorithm is evaluated under the same conditions
as for Algorithm 1. The average area incurred by TMR is
always more than three times the original area. Compared with
TMR, it can be observed that the average reliability achieved
by the proposed scheme under all fault injection scenarios
and for all protection thresholds is far better. With 95%
protection threshold and an area overhead of just 22.81%,
better reliability is achieved by the proposed algorithm
than TMR. This is due to the fact that voters in the
TMR technique are not protected.
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TABLE VI

RELIABILITY OF CIRCUITS BASED ON ASYMMETRIC GATE SIZING TECHNIQUE AGAINST PRORATED FAULTS.
(a) ONE PRORATED FAULT. (b) TWO PRORATED FAULTS. (c) FIVE PRORATED FAULTS

TABLE VII

DISTRIBUTION OF PROTECTION SCHEMES

To improve the reliability of the TMR technique, the major-
ity voters are protected by fully protecting the voters using our
proposed scheme. The results for TMR with voter protection
are shown in Table VIII(b). It can be observed that the average
reliability results have significantly improved for different
fault injection scenarios as compared with TMR without voter
protection at the expense of additional average area overhead
of ≈28.5%. In comparison to TMR with voter protection, our
proposed technique with 99% protection threshold achieves
comparable reliability with a significantly lower area overhead.

For further evaluation, the proposed scheme is then com-
pared with the simulation-based synthesis technique [26]. The
technique is based on maximizing the probability of logical
masking when a soft error occurs. This is done by extracting

subcircuits from an original multilevel circuit, and then resyn-
thesizing each extracted subcircuit to increase fault masking
against a single fault, taking advantage of input probabilities
and don’t care conditions. Table IX shows the reliabilities
obtained based on the original circuit, the circuits synthesized
by [26], and by the application of our proposed STR technique
for the same area overhead obtained by [26]. From Table IX,
it is clear that the final synthesized circuits from [26] are
unable to achieve 95% reliability against single fault except
for ex1010 and apex4. This is a limitation of the technique
in [26] as it improves reliability but cannot achieve the
given target reliability. The proposed STR technique achieves
slightly better results for all fault injection scenarios in com-
parison to the circuit synthesized by the technique in [26].
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TABLE VIII

RELIABILITY OF CIRCUITS BASED ON TMR TECHNIQUE WITH PRORATED FAULTS.
(a) TMR WITHOUT VOTER PROTECTION. (b) TMR WITH VOTER PROTECTION

TABLE IX

COMPARISON OF CIRCUIT RELIABILITY FOR THE PROPOSED STR TECHNIQUE WITH THE TECHNIQUE IN [26]

However, our proposed STR technique has the advantage that
it can be applied to achieve any given target reliability or under
any given area overhead constraint.

It may be noted that the technique proposed in [26] and our
proposed technique are complementary to each other. This is
because the technique in [26] is based on enhancing logical
masking and is applied at the gate level while our proposed
technique is based on protecting sensitive transistors at the
transistor level through transistor sizing. Hence, applying both
the techniques could produce better results than applying any
of the techniques separately. To illustrate this, Algorithm 1
is applied on both the original circuits and the synthesized
circuits obtained by [26] with a target reliability of 99%.
From Table X, it is clear that the proposed technique applied
on top of the synthesized circuits obtained by [26] results in
significant area savings as compared with applying STR alone
on the original circuits. This clearly indicates that the proposed
method is scalable and can be used to further improve other
techniques.

TABLE X

RELIABILITIES OF CIRCUITS BASED ON APPLYING THE PROPOSED STR
TECHNIQUE TO CIRCUITS OBTAINED BY THE TECHNIQUE IN [26]

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed an STR-based fault toler-
ance technique for combinational circuits. The technique can
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be applied to achieve a given circuit reliability or enhance
the reliability of a circuit under a given area constraint. The
technique is based on estimating the POF of each transistor
and iteratively protecting transistors with the highest POF
until the desired objective is achieved. Transistors are pro-
tected based on duplicating and scaling a subset of transistors
necessary for providing the protection. Experimental results
on LGSynth91 benchmarks demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed technique. Compared with the existing transistor
sizing techniques, the proposed algorithm incurs significantly
less area overhead with similar reliability measures. Better
reliability results are also achieved in comparison to TMR
with lower area overhead. Unlike TMR, which has an area
overhead of at least three times the area overhead of the
original circuit, the area overhead of the proposed technique
varies depending on the reliability of the original circuit. For
some circuits, high reliability (>99%) is achieved with small
area overhead (<10%). In addition, the reliability of the TMR
technique has been enhanced significantly by protecting the
voters based on applying the proposed technique. In addition,
comparison with the simulation-based synthesis technique
further highlights the merit of the proposed method.

A novel gate-level reliability evaluation technique has also
been proposed that achieves reliability values similar to those
obtained by simulation at the transistor level with the orders
of magnitude less CPU time.
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